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Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg

We also know that our University’s pursuit of its mission has

produced a history that is both long and proud. Pitt has seen 

a lot, and accomplished a lot, in its 218-year life. Let me begin,

then, by providing a brief sense of context by looking at a sampling

of milestone events along that institutional timeline, relying heavily

on the bicentennial history—Pitt:The Story of the University of

Pittsburgh,1787–1987—written by Robert Alberts.

4We were chartered as the Pittsburgh Academy in 1787, when the

“town” of Pittsburgh sat at the edge of the American frontier. In that same year, the U.S. Constitution breathed life into a

new nation. In 1819, we were rechartered as the Western University of Pennsylvania, in response to a trustee resolution

lamenting the fact that Pittsburgh had no true college and “that young people had to travel several hundred miles to the

east to receive a higher education, thus falling prey to all the moral dangers of living far from home in a strange city.”

4 Following two catastrophic fires in 1845 and in 1849, the University suspended operations for a period of years.

When the cornerstone for a new building was laid in 1854, the documents placed inside it included a list of those

working on the building.To their names, those workers attached the following statement: “God save the Union 

and abolish all slavery!”—foreshadowing the war that would begin in just a few short years.

4 In the 1890s, we began to more closely resemble a true university, with the initiation of graduate studies; the addition

of professional schools in medicine, dental medicine, pharmacy, and law; and our first true season of football. During

that same decade, women were first admitted as students, a Pitt diploma was presented to our first African American

graduate, and a team of 20 sociologists studying Pittsburgh offered their opinion that it was “the most prosperous of 

all the communities of our western civilization.”

Western University of Pennsylvania

Class of 1888,photographed in 1884
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4The early years of the new century brought us a new name—the

University of Pittsburgh—and a move to a new campus in Oakland. Our

first regional campus was founded at Johnstown in 1927. Construction of the

Cathedral of Learning began without a secure source of funding and virtually 

on the eve of the Great Depression. Its completion is a testament to the 

creativity and determination of those responsible for the project.

4The 1960s brought the Vietnam War and the civil rights movement.That decade also brought the transformation 

of Pitt from a private university into a member institution of Pennsylvania’s Commonwealth System of Higher

Education—saving us from possible bankruptcy and providing the state with a new way to meet burgeoning 

“baby-boomer” demands for public higher education.

That covers roughly the first 180 years. Jumping ahead to a point even closer in time, the period from 1995 to 2005—

at least in American history—will long be remembered for the attacks of September 11, 2001.This decade also brought 

the bursting of the “dot-com bubble,” midyear budget cuts from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and the bankruptcy

of the City of Pittsburgh.

But the past decade also presented a very special opportunity to us.At this annual meeting 10 years ago, we formally

forged our own “partnership for Pitt.” Just a few months later, building on a series of Board retreats, we publicly adopted

the priority statements that continue to guide our shared efforts. Since then, it might be said that we have been doing 

our part to write—in the company of a very talented and highly committed group of faculty, staff, students, alumni,

and friends—the next chapters in the history of the University of Pittsburgh.

At past annual meetings, I typically have provided a report on the previous

year, because what we do to make Pitt better and stronger each and every

year is important. However, in the life of an institution nearly 220 years old,

a decade provides a more meaningful, though still relatively compressed,

period for assessing impact and progress.Today, then, it is my plan to speak

more broadly about the last 10 years and not limit myself to the single year 

we are about to close.
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Johnstown High School Building

Home of the Johnstown Center of the University of Pittsburgh

from 1927 to 1946

Construction workers setting stone on top
of the Cathedral of Learning, circa 1928

September 11 anniversary candlelight vigil,

Heinz Memorial Chapel,Pittsburgh campus,2002

Aerial Photographs of Pittsburgh, Archives Service Center, University of Pittsburgh
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Pitt is, and long has been, this region’s principal provider of high-quality higher education.

One basic measure of our impact is that, in the past decade, we awarded more than 

71,000 diplomas.What unites those degrees, whatever their level or discipline,

is that each represents an opportunity that Pitt has provided to an 

individual student to build the foundation for a more productive 

and rewarding life. Each of those degrees also represents an enhancement

of the community in which each graduate lives and works.And given our 

public nature, the largest number of our graduates live in Pennsylvania, work in

Pennsylvania, and make civic contributions as citizens of Pennsylvania.

With respect to our educational mission, the external review commissioned by this Board in the fall of 1995 set forth

three related and troubling observations: that Pitt undergraduates were not a priority to the institution; that Pitt 

undergraduates did not feel connected to the institution; and that Pitt undergraduates did not arrive with academic 

credentials worthy of the institution. Not surprisingly, then, our 1996 position statements listed the aggressive pursuit 

of excellence in undergraduate education as our first priority.

By the spring of 2002, we already had received an unusually positive 

assessment of our progress from the team that conducted a regularly 

scheduled accreditation visit for the Middle States Commission on 

Higher Education.That group first stated, in general terms, that our 

recent efforts had resulted in “extraordinary accomplishments.” Among 

the areas singled out for particular praise were improvements to our 

undergraduate student body and enhancements to student life.

STRENGTHENING 
OUR POSITION AS A LEADER IN EDUCATION
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Alvin Jones (CAS ’03)
University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, Class of 2007 

Pittsburgh Panthers Scholar–Athlete Award Winner (track and field) 
Student Speaker, University’s Honors Convocation, 2003 

Big East Academic All-Star (track and field), 2003



Our efforts to enhance the overall undergraduate experience took many forms.We expanded and improved on-campus

living capacity by building and refurbishing residence halls; enriched residence life programming; renovated classrooms;

beautified our campuses; integrated academic and career planning; developed new recreational facilities; connected 

students to the cultural community through the PITT ARTS program; made public transportation more accessible by

negotiating a no-fare contract with the Port Authority; upgraded information technology networks and support systems;

and trained faculty who teach the largest number of undergraduates in the most up-to-date information technologies.

We also made nurturing a culture of high achievement one of our most fundamental goals, with the University Honors

College playing a major role in setting that tone.

In terms of student demand and academic credentials, the upward trends of the 

past decade have been dramatic. Undergraduate applications doubled and then

moved well beyond that; full-time-equivalent enrollments increased by more 

than 12 percent, to more fiscally healthy levels; and the academic credentials 

of enrolled undergraduates soared.Turning to that last point—and using data 

from 2004’s freshman class, the most recent entering class for which final 

numbers are available—you can see that:

4 the average SAT score climbed from 1110 to 1231,

4 the percentage of freshmen who graduated in the top 10 percent of their 

high school classes increased from 19 percent to 46 percent, and

4 the percentage of freshmen who graduated in the top 20 percent of their 

high school classes increased from 39 percent to 75 percent.

In terms of undergraduate attainment, we received a very special form 

of recognition in the fall of 2003, when Prince Andrew of Great Britain

declared our University a Marshall Center of Excellence.That designation

reflected the high levels of success earned by our Honors College students

in the prestigious Marshall Scholarship competition—a level that the

Prince reported was unsurpassed by any public university in America.

Extending that record of high achievement, in both 2004 and 2005 

our undergraduates successfully competed in all of the major American

commemorative scholarship competitions—winning Goldwater,

Truman, and Udall Scholarships in each of those years. Pitt,Yale,

and Cornell were the only three universities to do so.
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Prince Andrew of Great Britain
and Chancellor Mark A.Nordenberg,2003

From left:Chancellor Mark A.Nordenberg,Goldwater Scholar Justin Chalker,
Udall Scholar Marion Sikora,Truman Scholar Daniel Armanios,Goldwater Scholar
Anna Quider,Goldwater Scholar Daliang Li,and University Honors College Dean
G.Alec Stewart
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Looking, again, at the longer time frame, Pitt undergraduates have won five 

Marshall Scholarships, 24 Goldwater Scholarships, three Truman Scholarships, and 

four Udall Scholarships since 1995. In that same period, three of our undergraduates 

won Andrew W. Mellon Fellowships in Humanistic Studies; one of our undergraduates won 

a Fulbright research fellowship; and nine others won Fulbright teaching assistantships.

Our former students, more commonly known as alumni,

also continue to earn the highest forms of national and

international recognition. In just the last two years, Pitt

graduate Wangari Muta Maathai won the Nobel Peace Prize;

Pitt graduate Paul Lauterbur won the Nobel Prize in Physiology

or Medicine; Pitt graduate Herb Boyer won both

the Shaw Prize in Life Science and Medicine, also

known as the “Nobel Prize of the East,” and the Albany

Medical Center Prize in Medicine and Biomedical Research, this country’s

largest award in that discipline; and Pitt graduate John Swanson won the 

John Fritz Medal, widely regarded as the highest honor in engineering.

This is an amazing record!

To share just a few additional examples of alumni recognition from earlier in the decade, Pitt

graduate Michael Chabon won the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction; Pitt graduate Holmes Rolston III

received the $1.2 million Templeton Prize from Britain’s Prince

Philip for his work as the “father of environmental ethics”;

and Pitt graduate and Trustee Bill Strickland claimed both 

a MacArthur Foundation “genius award” and, through his

Manchester Craftsmen’s Guild, a Grammy.
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Wangari Muta Maathai (FAS ’65)

Herb Boyer (FAS ’60, ’63)

Holmes Rolston III (FAS ’68)

Bill Strickland (CAS ’70)

John Swanson (ENGR ’66)

Paul Lauterbur (FAS ’62)

Michael Chabon (CAS ’84)



It is the scope and strength of our research programs that set us apart from most other universities. One of the past

decade’s most telling signs of progress, then, was our continued rise within the ranks of the finest American research 

universities in terms of the total federal science and engineering research and development obligations won by our 

faculty. Over the course of just five years, we jumped from an enviable ranking of 20th nationally to a place in the 

top 10, moving ever higher in some very exclusive company.And the most recent National Institutes of Health (NIH)

rankings place Pitt seventh nationally in NIH funding among educational institutions with affiliates.

These higher rankings are a reflection of the dramatic increases in research

funding that we have been able to secure, year after year.We stood at 

$230 million in 1995, rose to $559 million last year, and are forecasting 

a total in excess of $600 million this year. But as impressive as that “banner

year” number may be, the total for the decade is truly staggering.When 

the books for this fiscal year are closed, we expect that our research expen-

ditures for the past 10 years—almost all of this new money that we have

imported into the region—will top $3.85 billion, that is, nearly $4 billion.

Those dollars are a recognized sign of academic strength, they further

important work, and they support local jobs. In fact, our own employment

base grew by some 25 percent during the past decade, almost entirely

because of the dramatic increase in our external research funding.And

applying standard conventions, at $600 million in research and development

expenditures per year, we are supporting, directly and indirectly, well over

17,000 local jobs just through our research initiatives.
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ELEVATING 
OUR STATURE AS A PIONEER IN RESEARCH

Susan Amara
Thomas Detre Professor and Chair, Department of Neurobiology, School of Medicine

Codirector, Pitt Center for Neuroscience 
Member, National Academy of Sciences
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The richness and range of both our federally funded research and other scholarly work done by our

faculty almost defy description. In the last decade, faculty colleagues have been elected to the

National Academy of Sciences, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the World Academy

of Art and Science, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the National

Academy of Engineering, and the Institute of Medicine, among other prestigious groups.

During that same period, Pitt faculty members have received prestigious

awards in a diverse range of fields.Among the many triumphs we celebrated

along the way were the presentation to Professors Yuan Chang and Patrick

Moore of the Charles S. Mott Prize for cancer research; Professor Tom Hales’

receipt of the Chauvenet Prize in mathematics; the recognition of Professor

Rory Cooper’s achievements in rehabilitation science through both 

the Paul M. Magnuson Award and the Olin E.Teague Award;

and Professor Robert Brandom’s selection for 

an Andrew W. Mellon Foundation

Distinguished Achievement Award in

recognition of his contributions to

humanistic scholarship.

A striking pair of achievements from recent months was the receipt by Pitt faculty members of two of the most 

prestigious research awards in the area of Alzheimer’s disease. Professors Chester Mathis and William Klunk were 

named cowinners of the $700,000 MetLife Foundation Award for Medical Research in Alzheimer’s Disease for their 

specific breakthrough in developing what now is known as “Pittsburgh Compound B,” which should facilitate both 

earlier detection and more effective treatment of the disease.And Professor Steven DeKosky received the 2005 Ronald

and Nancy Reagan Research Institute Award from the Alzheimer’s Association for his overall contributions to care,

research, and advocacy on behalf of Alzheimer’s patients.

It is important to note that not all of our high individual honors are being claimed by senior members of the faculty.

In last year’s report, I made particular mention of the fact that six of 64 new members elected nationally to the 

American Society for Clinical Investigation—as top performers in the emerging generation 

of biomedical researchers—had come from Pitt.

During the past year, six Pitt faculty members won National Science Foundation (NSF) 

Early Career Development Awards.Through these awards, NSF attempts to identify the

nation’s most promising young scientists and then provides support for the “launching”

of their research careers.Thirty Pitt faculty members received Early Career

Development Awards during the past decade, underscoring the fact that our

pipeline of talent remains full.
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Robert Brandom

Tom Hales

Rory Cooper

Tom Hales mathematically proved the centuries-old
Kepler Conjecture—how best to stack spherical objects.

Yuan Chang and Patrick Moore

Steven DeKosky

William Klunk and Chester Mathis



Many of our most important research contributions have come in the health 

sciences. Earlier this year, to give one shining example, we celebrated the golden

anniversary of the public announcement, in April of 1955, that a Pitt faculty team

led by Jonas Salk had developed the vaccine that brought 

victory in the war against polio. Just over a quarter of 

a century later,Thomas Starzl was recruited to the School 

of Medicine, where he led the efforts to develop both 

the surgical techniques and the drug therapies that helped

make human organ transplantation possible.

Institutionally, medical advances, here and in other places,

almost always are tied to effective bridges between university-

based research and hospital-based clinical applications. Early in the past decade, the University and the University 

of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC) made strengthening an already special relationship a shared priority.The result 

has been an even more effective partnership—one that is unique in academic medicine, one that has made each partner

institution better, and one that has added to the stature of Western Pennsylvania.

Recently, the entire region celebrated the announcement of the extraordinarily generous 

$20 million gift—from our distinguished Emeritus Trustee Henry Hillman, his family,

and his foundations—to create The Hillman Fellows Program for Innovative Cancer

Research. It seems especially appropriate, then, to use our advances in cancer research 

and treatment to illustrate the ways in which the Pitt/UPMC partnership is transforming 

this region while advancing the cause of human health.
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FORGING 
PARTNERSHIPS OF IMPACT

Jonas Salk administers a field trial vaccine to
a Pittsburgh elementary school student,1954

Thomas Starzl

Yuan Chang
Professor, Department of Pathology, School of Medicine

Charles S. Mott Prize Recipient, 2003 
Member,American Society for Clinical Investigation

Henry Hillman
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Just 20 years ago, this city, despite its great medical traditions, had no real cancer center. But in 1984, the R.K. Mellon

Foundation, another generous friend of Pitt and UPMC, approved a $10 million start-up grant to create one. Others

joined in support of the initiative, and, in 1985, the University of Pittsburgh Cancer Institute was launched. Just five 

years later, it was designated a comprehensive cancer center by the National Cancer Institute, the youngest center ever 

to achieve that prestigious designation.

Particularly given those relatively recent beginnings, think of where we are today! On the academic side, the University

of Pittsburgh Cancer Institute now consists of some 500 faculty members and staff, covering 30 disciplines. Its researchers

attracted close to $150 million in grant support last year. On the clinical side, UPMC Cancer Centers are now the busiest

cancer treatment centers in the country.As I have said to you in the past, a city that was once known for steel, ketchup,

and football—three of my favorite things—now is best known in many places as a center of world-class health care, and

dramatic strides in cancer treatment and research have helped drive that reputation.

Our partnership with Carnegie Mellon University, which is unique in American higher education, also has strengthened

each institution while helping to advance our home region.Among other developments during the past 10 years,

we were able to rescue the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center, our oldest joint venture, from a near-death experience

when federal funding priorities changed. Given new life, it emerged victorious in the National Science Foundation’s 

$45 million terascale competition—bringing to Pittsburgh what at that time was the largest, most powerful unclassified

computer in the world.Also in the course of the decade, we nurtured our joint Center for the Neural Basis of Cognition,

started with yet another R.K. Mellon Foundation grant, from infancy to a place among the very strongest centers of its

type in the world.And we took the unusual step of appointing a single professional to direct economic development

efforts for both universities.

Today, the Pittsburgh metropolitan statistical area is only the country’s 20th largest economy. However, the area’s education 

and knowledge sector ranks seventh nationally and has led the region in new jobs created during the past decade. Many 

of the region’s economic development hopes are tied directly to university-based research, and, during the past decade,

the research programs of Pitt and Carnegie Mellon provided the foundation for the creation of such technology-driven

initiatives as the Pittsburgh Digital Greenhouse, the Pittsburgh Life Sciences Greenhouse, and The Robotics Foundry.

To boost Pitt’s own commercialization efforts, we formed the Office of Technology Management in 1996,

reviewed its performance with the help of a special Board committee a few years later, and founded the Technology

Commercialization Alliance in 2002.These efforts clearly are having an impact. For example, the Office of

Technology Management received 138 invention disclosures last year, compared to 26 in 1995. And over the course

of the past decade, 954 invention disclosures have been received, 397 new U.S. patent applications have been filed,

278 U.S. patents have been issued, 299 licenses have been executed, and 51 start-up companies grounded in Pitt

technology have been formed.

Of course, the University brings many benefits to the community through programs

other than economic development initiatives.Three key examples launched in recent

years are our Center for Minority Health in the Graduate School of Public Health,

our Center for Urban Education in the School of Education, and our U.S. Department

of Housing and Urban Development-supported Community Outreach Partnership

Center.The mission of the Center for Minority Health is closely tied to the national

commitment to eliminate racial and ethnic health disparities.The Center for Urban

Education was created to harness the University’s research strengths, across many

disciplines, to improve educational outcomes in urban schools, one of our nation’s most pressing problems.And our

Community Outreach Partnership Center is involved in such activities as housing assessment, economic development,

job training, and health and wellness promotion in neighborhoods near our Oakland campus.
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Pitt’s Center for Minority Health celebrates its 10th
anniversary,2004.From left:Center Director Stephen
Thomas,Center Cofounder Philip Hallen,and The
Pittsburgh Foundation PresidentWilliam Trueheart

“Big Ben”—the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center’s newest,most advanced 
computing system—is capable of performing 10 trillion calculations per second.



If many of the region’s economic development hopes are tied to university research, then it follows quite directly that

those hopes depend upon the continued strength of its universities as universities. Put in simple terms specific to this

institution, without a strong University of Pittsburgh, there will be no rich regional reservoir of research, and without

that body of research, technology-driven economic development initiatives cannot succeed. Similarly, without a strong

University of Pittsburgh, other important parts of our mission, including our critical role in education, also will suffer.

Unfortunately, that particular part of the equation often is not fully appreciated—or perhaps awareness of it is deliberately

repressed.What we see, rather than the self-interested concern regarding the support of a regional asset, is a superficial

assumption that Pitt is, always has been, and always will be fiscally strong. But we know, from direct experience, that is

not the case—because the University we inherited 10 years ago was a troubled institution, financially and in other ways.

To provide just a partial list of the problems we faced, our budget was built around an institution-wide salary

freeze, capital projects were stalled, faculty and staff morale was low, both applications and enrollment were down,

relations with elected officials were frayed, and our neighbors were largely antagonistic.Today we are a much

sounder institution—in terms of financial strength and on these other fronts.That means, of course, that we are

much better positioned to fuel further progress with respect to each critical aspect of our institutional mission.

To give some sense of how far we have traveled, let me simply report that,

from 1995 to 2005:Total institutional assets have grown from $1.5 billion 

to $3.5 billion, an increase of 133 percent; net assets have grown from 

just under $1 billion to $2.4 billion, an increase of 140 percent; and our

endowment has grown from $463 million to more than $1.5 billion, an

increase of about 225 percent.As already noted, total employment is up 

by nearly 25 percent, reflecting dramatic increases in research support.
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BUILDING 
FINANCIAL STRENGTH
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And full-time-equivalent enrollment is up by more than 12 percent, which

reflects the growing attractiveness of our programs and also has a significant

impact on the bottom line. Since 1995, our bond rating has been raised twice

by each of the major rating agencies and now stands at “investment grade”

for both Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s.

There probably is no more visible sign of Pitt’s renewed fiscal strength than

the ambitious program of construction and renovation we have successfully

pursued, building on our 10-year facilities plan. Over the course of the

decade, we have added nearly two million square feet of space throughout the University, and the total cost of projects

already completed and now under way exceeds $1 billion.

Those projects include transformational new facilities, here in Oakland and on each of our

regional campuses.They also include award-winning renovations that have preserved and

enhanced the classic beauty of existing facilities,

while making campus space more functional.
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Broadhurst Science Center,Titusville

Blaisdell Hall,Bradford

Charity Randall Theatre,Pittsburgh

McCarl Center for Nontraditional Student Success, Pittsburgh

Millstein Library,Greensburg

Baierl Student Recreation Center,Pittsburgh

Pasquerilla Performing Arts Center, Johnstown

4 Endowment
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Petersen Events Center,Pittsburgh
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It comes as no surprise, of course, that some of the new and renovated facilities bear familiar names—Baierl, Broadhurst,

Blaisdell, Duratz, McCarl, Petersen, and Randall, among them.Those facilities, after all, stand not only as evidence of an

institution that is on the move but as permanent proclamations of our gratitude to those whose generosity made the projects

possible.And when it comes to securing the private support we need, our University also has come a very long way.

Remember, it was just before we made 

private fundraising a key institutional priority

that the University’s retained consultants

declared, both publicly and privately, that 

Pitt was not positioned to undertake a major

campaign. Skeptical of that advice and also

feeling that we had no real choice, we put

those assessments to the side and launched the

largest campaign in the University’s history—

seeking $500 million, the largest sum that ever would have been raised by anyone for any purpose in Western Pennsylvania.

When we reached that goal, we decided to take advantage of our building momentum, extend the campaign, and set a new

goal of $1 billion. I am very pleased to tell you that our campaign has passed the $800 million

mark, keeping us on track as we close in on our billion-dollar goal.

Earlier, I mentioned Monday’s announcement of the Hillmans’ $20 million 

commitment to cancer research.That was quite a way to begin the week.

This evening, we will honor new members of the Cathedral of Learning Society,

those individuals whose cash contributions to the University exceed $1 million.

That will be a wonderful way to end the week.
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SECURING 
CRITICAL SUPPORT

Albert Novak Jr.
Vice Chancellor for Institutional Advancement

4 Campaign for the University of Pittsburgh
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The success of our campaign has depended upon the generosity of large donors. In fact, we now have received 157 gifts 

of $1 million or more—and what continues to astound me is that 32 of those million-dollar gifts came from donors who

had never made a financial contribution to Pitt before this campaign.

But our success also has been tied to the broad-based support we have been able to

attract. In fact, on April 15, we passed another milestone when we received a gift

from Valerie Hopkins, who became the 100,000th contributor to this campaign.

To make all of this more human, I thought that I might tell you a little bit about her.

Valerie was a member of the Peace Corps, serving on the island of Sambula in the

South Pacific, when she first learned of Pitt through a Web search.Among the 

things that attracted her to us was the fact that she could pursue dual master’s degrees

in the Graduate School of Public and International Affairs (GSPIA) and School of

Information Sciences here. She completed her studies, earning both

degrees in April, and only recently left Pittsburgh to join the information technology team of the

Government Accountability Office in the District of Columbia.

During her time as a student,Valerie developed a special respect for 

Don Goldstein, a beloved GSPIA faculty member who is best known

for his books on World War II. She first helped organize a fundraising roast of

Professor Goldstein—which included the sale of “Goldy” bobble-head dolls—

in order to create a Donald Goldstein Endowed Fund, which will provide 

financial assistance to students studying at GSPIA. Her own gift was to that fund.

Since that time, the number of donors to the University’s general 

campaign has further grown—at last count to 102,630, including 

62,609 alumni donors.That group includes those who are positioned 

to make very sizeable donations, like those being inducted into our

Cathedral of Learning Society this evening. It also includes those of 

more modest means, like Valerie Hopkins, who have been affected 

by the people and programs of Pitt and who want to give something

back to their alma mater.

And giving at all levels is making a difference. In addition to support for

facilities, like those featured today, and for programs, like the Hillman 

cancer research initiative, the campaign to date has resulted in the creation

of 285 new endowed scholarship funds, 25 new endowed fellowship

funds, 13 new endowed professorships, and 49 new endowed chairs.

Securing those lasting forms of support is essential for the future of an

institution with a life that already exceeds 218 years.

Valerie Hopkins (GSPIA ’05,SIS ’05)
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4 Capital Campaign Donors
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Robert Alberts ended his now nearly 20-year-old history of our University by 

concluding, “[T]his is essentially a success story, a happy chronicle of a sound and 

worthwhile accomplishment. For almost two hundred years there has been an output 

of good product: an annual harvest of young people admirably trained to earn a living,

to make a contribution to their community, their profession, and their country.”

As a matter of pure arithmetic, our 10-year chapter is a comparatively short extension 

of Pitt’s much longer history. However, the past decade was a critical one for our

University. Our own “harvest” obviously does include the tens of thousands of lives enriched by the transforming power

of a Pitt education, as well as the positive impact generated by our increasingly powerful programs of research and 

ever-expanding community outreach.Those products are worthy of celebration, in and of themselves.

But the story of our last decade also is a “happy chronicle” because of the special 

satisfactions that flow from the knowledge that each of us played a role in helping to 

get Pitt on track.An institution that was largely stalled acquired a new sense of direction

and quickly built high levels of momentum.

Effecting that kind of change, in an institution this large and complex and particularly

in a relatively compressed period of time, is not easy. One key to our success, though,

is that essentially everyone wanted to be a part of the effort. Faculty, staff, students,

alumni, and friends—in addition to the University’s Trustees and senior leaders—longed

for an ambitious agenda tied to impact and attainment.And given the opportunity,

they worked hard to advance that agenda—in the process, also elevating “Pitt pride.”
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BUILDING 
OUR FUTURE TOGETHER

Helen Faison (CAS ’46,EDUC ’55, ’75)
2005 Commencement Speaker

Jessica Miley (CAS ’04)
Omicron Delta Kappa Senior of the Year, 2004

Student Speaker, University’s Honors Convocation, 2004



This is a wonderful place. It is an institution in which large numbers of

very talented people devote their lives to the greater good by focusing

their energies on the development of human potential and the expansion

of human knowledge. It is an institution still characterized, in the main,

not only by high ambition but by shared commitments to civility, fairness,

and respect—values that sometimes appear to have lost their place in

other parts of 21st-century American society. And it is an institution in

which occasional examples of human frailty are dwarfed by ever-present

reminders of the basic goodness of people.

This is an institution that today is far better

and much stronger, in almost every respect,

than it was 10 years ago, when we formal-

ized our partnership for Pitt. In the sense

that this University is our bond, we are the

Blue & Gold.And, working with the many

other “people of Pitt,” we are continuing to

build our University’s future.

That task, of course, will never be complete. But we are headed in the right 

direction, already have traveled a substantial distance, and continue to pick up

speed. I am honored that you have given me the chance to help guide such an

important journey and am grateful for the help, advice, and good company

you have provided at each step along the way.Thank you—for all that you

have done in the past and for all that I know you will continue to do to keep

Pitt moving forward. u
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Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg and 
Board of Trustees Chair Ralph J. Cappy

Following Mark A. Nordenberg’s report to
the Board, University of Pittsburgh Board 
of Trustees Chair and Chief Justice of
Pennsylvania Ralph J. Cappy announced the
establishment of the endowed Chancellor
Mark A. Nordenberg University Chair in
recognition of 10 years of leadership by
Pitt’s 17th chancellor.

The Nordenberg Chair is supported by 
a $2.5 million endowment made possible 
by the generous donations of Trustees,
alumni, and friends of the University. 
It celebrates a decade of dramatic progress
under the chancellor’s leadership. The chair
will exist in perpetuity to advance faculty
excellence at the University of Pittsburgh.



“I look forward to continuing 
our important work as we 

build an even stronger future 
for Pitt together

- Mark A. Nordenberg

.”
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